REUSABLE BI-ASPHERIC LENSES
Every lens has a scratch resistant hard coating and a superb anti-reflection coating.

SMT 014-R  90D LENS
Sensor Medical’s 90D lens is for use with a Slit Lamp Biomicroscope. It provides an image magnification of 0.64x and a field of view of 75°.

SMT 015-R  78D LENS
Sensor Medical’s 78D lens is for use with a Slit Lamp Biomicroscope. It offers an image magnification of 0.77x and a field of view of 80°.

SMT 016-R  60D LENS
Sensor Medical’s 60D lens is for use with a Slit Lamp Biomicroscope. It provides an image magnification of 0.96x and a field of view of 68°.

SMT 017-R  28D LENS
Sensor Medical’s 28D lens is for use with a Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope. It has an image magnification of 2.1x and a field of view of 53°.

SMT 018-R  20D LENS
Sensor Medical’s 20D lens is for use with a Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope. It provides an image magnification of 3.0x and a field of view of 53°.